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Abstract. Time is a very important aspect of the real world. The importance of
time in database applications has led to work on the extension of existing
database technologies in order to handle time efficiently. Nevertheless, little
work has been done in the area of temporal application development methods.
In this paper we present the Temporal Unified Modelling Language (TUML)
method. The TUML method extends the Unified Modelling Language (UML)
with the temporal semantics defined in the TAU Temporal Object Model and
the process of the Booch method to enable the capturing of the temporal
semantics of information during information system development.

1 Introduction

Time is a very important aspect of the real world. Most database applications are
temporal in nature, that is, they require the maintenance not only of the current state
of the modelled reality, but also past and future states [3]. Examples of such
applications include medical-record, accounting, banking, reservation systems, etc.

Management of temporal information is very difficult using conventional databases
[3]. Capturing the time-varying nature of an information system is left to the
developers of the database applications, leading to ad-hoc solutions that must be
reinvented each time a new application is developed [3]. To overcome this, there has
been a growing interest in extending conventional database technology with temporal
concepts.

Nevertheless, little work has been done in the area of temporal analysis and design
methods [5], [8]. These methods provide a set of concepts and a set of graphical
notations for representing these concepts that apply to the development of temporal
information systems. Moreover, they provide a set of methodological guidelines and
rules that facilitate the capture of the temporal semantics of information. However,
these methods apply mainly to the analysis phase of system development and do not
incorporate all the desirable characteristics of an object-oriented (OO) analysis and
design method [6].
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The work presented in this paper addresses the lack of such a method by proposing
the Temporal Unified Modelling Language (TUML) method. The overall aim is to
integrate the areas of OO analysis and design methods and temporal OO databases, to
provide an OO analysis and design method that facilitates the modelling of temporal
OODBs. TUML is presented as an extension of the Unified Modelling Language [10]
with temporal semantics and notation. TUML provides a set of constructs to allow the
effective modelling of temporal information. In addition, the associated TUML
Process is presented that extends the process of the Booch method [1] to enable the
capturing of the temporal semantics of information during information system
development.

2 Temporal Unified Modelling Language (TUML)

The Temporal UML is based on semantics defined in the TAU Temporal Object
Model [4].

In TUML, the time axis is considered to be discrete, linear, totally ordered and
bounded at both ends. The method adopts the Gregorian calendar and supports
absolute time and multiple granularities. The supported granularities are year, month,
day, hour, minute and second.

The method supports user-defined time, valid time and transaction time (it is a
bitemporal method). Furthermore, temporal support is optional, that is, the designer
may choose the temporal support for a TUML model element according to his/her
needs. Information may be associated with transaction time, valid time, both or none
of them. In addition, TUML supports property timestamping.

The set of the instances of the DataType UML metaclass includes the following
classes (temporal data types):
1. Date which represents unique points in time
2. Time which represents either a unique point in time (for which the date is implicit)

or a recurring time point
3. Timestamp which represents unique points in time
4. Interval which is used to represent a duration of time
5. Timepoint which refines the Timestamp type to include granularity
6. Period which is used to represent an anchored duration of time, that is, a duration

of time with a start and end point
7. Temporal_Element which is used to represent a finite union of periods
The properties and operations of these types are defined in [4]. The modeller may
choose the precision of user-defined times by selecting an appropriate granularity
supported by Timepoint, Period and Temporal_Element. In addition, three special
time values are defined named now, beginning and forever that represent the present,
the smallest and greatest time values on the time line respectively.

TUML defines a set of stereotypes that enables the modelling of temporal classes,
attributes and associations in a TUML model. These stereotypes are called temporal
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stereotypes and may apply to the class, attribute or association UML element. The
core temporal stereotypes are:
1. <<transaction time class>> stereotype denotes that the time period of existence in

the database should be kept. The element may only have static and/or transaction
time properties.

2. <<valid time class>> stereotype denotes that the time period of existence in the
modelled reality should be kept. The element may only have static and/or valid
time properties.

3. <<bitemporal time class>> stereotype denotes that the time period of existence in
the database as well as the time period of existence in the modelled reality should
be kept. The element may have static, transaction time, valid time and/or
bitemporal time properties.

4. <<transaction time attribute>> stereotype keeps record of all the values of the
attribute that were ever entered in the database as well as the time periods that each
of the values was valid.

5. <<valid time attribute>> stereotype keeps record of all the values that the
attribute ever had in the modelled reality as well as the time periods or timepoints
that each of the values was valid.

6. <<bitemporal time attribute>> stereotype keeps record of all the values of the
attribute that were ever entered in the database and the attribute had in the
modelled reality as well as the corresponding time periods.

7. <<transaction time association>> stereotype denotes that all the instances of the
association that were ever entered in the database should be recorded as well as the
time periods that each of the instances exists in the database.

8. <<valid time association>> stereotype denotes that all the instances of the
association that ever existed in the modelled reality should be recorded as well as
the corresponding time periods or timepoints.

9. <<bitemporal time association>> stereotype denotes that all the instances of the
association that were ever entered in the database and existed in the modelled
reality should be recorded as well as the corresponding time periods.

The tagged values and constraints that each temporal stereotype defines for an
element, to which it is attached, are given in [6].

3 The TUML Process

The TUML process is a set of activities that leads to the orderly construction of the
system under development by applying the TUML modelling techniques. The TUML
process differs from the Booch process in the following points:
1. The TUML modelling techniques are used for the development of the products of

each activity.
2. The TUML macro process is driven by the use cases identified at the early stages

of analysis.
3. The activity of identifying the temporal semantics of classes, objects and

relationships is not defined in the Booch micro process. It follows the activity of
identifying the relationships among classes and objects and its definition is the
main concern of the TUML process.
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The TUML process is iterative and incremental, that is, the software is developed and
released gradually, and each release incorporates more functionality than the previous
one, aiming to ultimately meet the requirements of the end user. It allows creativity
and innovation within a controlled development process by distinguishing the micro
and macro elements of the development process.

During the activity of Identifying the temporal semantics classes, objects and
relationships, the temporal semantics of the classes and objects that were identified
earlier in the micro process are defined. When considering the temporal semantics of
the classes in a hierarchy lattice, the development team should start by considering the
root of the hierarchy lattice, and then continue by examining the classes all the way
down to the leaves. For each class the order of events that take place is [6]:
1. Identify the temporal semantics of the attributes.
2. Identify the temporal semantics of the associations.
3. Define the temporal semantics of the class.
4. Define the temporal semantics of the classes that belong to the same hierarchy as

the class under consideration.
The methodological rules and guidelines that drive these steps are given in [6]. Early
in the development process, valid, transaction and bitemporal classes, attributes and
relationships are defined. As development proceeds, the temporal semantics of classes
and their properties are re-examined and are refined to include the granularity and
type of the valid time timestamp of each valid and bitemporal time information.

During the phase of design, the process considers the issue of the physical deletion of
database objects with temporal semantics [6].

The process supports reuse of software development artefacts such as classes, designs,
code, etc. and domain analysis i.e. the examination of existing related systems in
order to identify the classes and objects common to all applications within a given
domain [1]. In addition, it provides support for requirements capture by viewing the
system in terms of use cases.

4 An Example

Consider the class diagram shown in Fig. 1(a) as the input to the activity of
identifying the temporal semantics of classes, objects and relationships.  According to
the diagram, a person has a name, address, phone number and date of birth. A teacher
is a kind of person that has a salary per hour and works for a specific number of hours
per month. A teacher may teach to one or more classes and a class may have one or
more teachers. A class has a code and a maximum number of students.

Initially, the classes that do not have any superclasses are considered namely the
Person and Class. First the attributes of Person are considered with regard to time and
as it is decided that Person has only static and valid time attributes, it is defined as a
valid time class (Fig. 1(b)). At this point, the attributes of the Class and the
association, in which it participates, are considered with regard to time. As Class has
only static attributes and a valid time association, it is defined as a valid time class
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(Fig. 1(b)). Next the attributes of the Teacher are considered. In addition, for each
attribute that Teacher inherits from Person, specialising its temporal semantics is
considered. Finally the temporal characteristics of Teacher are defined based on the
temporal semantics of its superclass Person, its attributes and association. As Person
is a valid time class, its subclasses may be either a valid or a bitemporal time class.
Teacher has two bitemporal attributes and is therefore defined as a bitemporal time
class (Fig. 1(b)).
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Fig. 1.  An example of identifying the temporal semantics of information

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper the language and the process of the TUML method is presented. The
TUML method is a temporal OO analysis and design method that addresses the
domain of temporal information systems in addition to a wide range of other domains.
The method extends from analysis through design to implementation, and consists of
the following elements [6]:
1. The visual language TUML.
2. The TUML process.
3. The rules and methodological guidelines for mapping TUML to TAU TODL and

the TODL-specific extensions of TUML for generating TODL code from TUML
diagrams. These TODL-specific rules and guidelines are part of the design and
implementation phases of the TUML process.

4. The TUML Visio stencil, which is the drawing tool that supports the graphical
representation of TUML models.

The work presented in this paper should be extended to incorporate the support of
multiple calendars and relative time. In addition, the mapping of TUML to other
temporal OO data models should be considered and work should also focus on the
development of a set of tools that will help developers throughout the software
development life cycle.
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